Brainstem auditory evoked responses in infants at risk of sudden infant death.
Brainstem auditory evoked responses (BAERs) were recorded from 63 near-miss Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (NMSIDS) infants, 26 siblings of SIDS (SSIBS) infants and 67 control infants between 0 and 30 weeks post-term. The majority of BAERs recorded from the NMSIDS and SSIBS infants had normal form and interpeak intervals (V-I and V-IIn) within normal limits for their age. However, 15% of these infants had interpeak intervals outside the normal range, suggesting abnormal neural function in these cases. The distributions of interpeak intervals for all NMSIDS and SSIBS infants were skewed towards longer times compared to control infants. The distributions of V-IIn intervals for both groups of at risk infants were significantly different to that of control infants. While the observations confirm that the recording of BAERs is not suitable for identifying infants at risk of SIDS, they suggest, however, that maturation of neural processing in the brainstem of these infants may be delayed.